
The Vanishing Topology of Non Isolated SingularitiesDirk SiersmaMathematisch Instituut, Universiteit Utrecht(siersma@math.uu.nl) 1. IntroductionWe consider holomorphic function germs f : (Cj n+1; O) ! (Cj ; 0) andallow arbitrary singularities (isolated or non-isolated). We are inter-ested in the topology of this situation, especially the so called vanishinghomology.We �rst recall the de�nition of the Milnor �bration. For � > 0 smallenough there exist an �-ball B� in Cj n+1 and an �-disc D� in Cj suchthat the restriction:f : E := f�1(D�) \B� �! D�is a locally trivial �bre bundle overD� nf0g. The �bres, mostly denotedby F , are called Milnor �bres. The groups H�(E; F ) are called thevanishing homology groups.The Milnor �bre F , its homotopy type and homology are interestingtopological objects. So is the monodromy operatorT� : H�(F )! H�(F )of the �bration.Well known facts are:� The Milnor �bre is 2n-dimensional and has the homotopy type ofan n-dimensional CW-complex (Milnor [33]),� The Milnor �bre is (n � s � 1)-connected, where s is equal to thedimension of the singular locus of f (Kato-Matsumoto [26]),� If f has an isolated singularity then the Milnor �bre has the homo-topy type of a bouquet of n-dimensional spheres. The number � ofthese spheres is called the Milnor number of the isolated singularity(Milnor [33]),� the eigenvalues of the monodromy operator are roots of unity. SeeGri�ths [19] for references to four di�erent proofs.c 2001 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.1



2 Dirk SiersmaIsolated singularities have been studied in great detail during the last30 years. They have wonderful properties, which relate di�erent aspectsof the singularity. In this paper we want to discuss especially non-isolated singularities. Although the properties (e.g. the topological typeof the Milnor �bre) are more complicated than for isolated singularities,there is a lot of interesting structure available.Let � = �(f) be the singular locus of f: For every point of � wecan do the Milnor construction. So for every x 2 � we have a (local)Milnor �bration (e.g. a space E(x), the local Milnor �bre F(x) and aMilnor monodromy T(x)). We want to investigate the relation betweenthese objects for all x 2 �. This is (near to) the study of the sheaf ofvanishing cycles [10].To be more precise: one could try to de�ne a strati�cation of � insuch a way that two points of � are in the same stratum if they canbe joined by a (continuous) path such that there exits a (continuous)family of Milnor �brations of constant �bration type.According to a result of Massey, the constancy of Lê numbers (forde�nition see the contribution of Ga�ney [17] in this Volume) impliesconstancy of the �bration type under certain dimension conditions(more precisely s � n � 2 for the homotopy-type and s � n � 3 forthe di�eomorphism-type). We refer to Massey's monograph [31] fordetails and for many other related facts.Let us suppose that we end up with a situation, where we havestrati�ed � (according to the above principle):� = �k [ � � � [ �1 [ �0 ;where �j n �j�1 is j-dimensional and smooth. For every connectedcomponent of �j n �j�1 we have a monodromy representation of itsfundamental group on the homology groups of a typical Milnor �bre ata general point on the statum:�1(�j n �j�1; x)! Aut [H�(F(x))] :We call these monodromies\vertical". The vertical monodromies con-tain a lot of extra information about the singularity. The Milnor mon-odromy is called \horizontal" and commutes with the vertical mon-odromies.We intend to discuss this situation in several examples; paying mostattention to the situation where � is 1-dimensional, where the strati�-cation is rather simple. We also intend to treat some examples of higherdimension.
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Non Isolated Singularities 3This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall somefacts about isolated singularities. In particular we discuss the relationbetween variation mapping, monodromy and intersection form.In section 3 we treat singularities with a 1-dimensional critical set.We follow �rst [50] and [51], treat several examples, where vertical andhorizontal monodromy play a role, and focus at the end on bouquetdecompositions of the Milnor �bre. These seem to occur as soon as westay near to the case of isolated singularities.Section 4 is about singular sets of higher dimension. We discuss andsummarize recent work.2. About isolated singularitiesThe theory of variation mappings plays an important role in our discus-sions. We �rst repeat some of the well known facts about isolated singu-larities. They can be found in the literature on several places, e.g. Mil-nor [33], Lamotke [27], Arnol'd-Gusein Zade-Varchenko [3], Stevens [55].In the isolated singularity case there exists a geometric monodromyh : F ! F such that hj@F is the identity.Let Tq = h� : Hq(F )! Hq(F ) be the algebraic monodromy. The mapTq� I: Hq(F )! Hq(F ) factors over:VARq : Hq(F; @F )! Hq(F )which is de�ned by VARq[x] = [h(x)� x]We have a commutative diagram:Hq(F ) Tq�I-Hq(F )?j��������VAR ?j�Hq(F; @F )Tq�I-Hq(F; @F )LEMMA 2.1. VARq : Hq(F; @F )! Hq(F ) is an isomorphism if q 6= 0:Proof. Consider the exact sequence of the pair (S2n+1; F ) and thefollowing isomorphism:Hq+1(S2n+1; F ) �= Hq(F; @F )
H1(I; @I)�= Hq(F; @F ):Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.3



4 Dirk SiersmaThis gives the following exact variation sequence: : :! Hq+1(S2n+1)! Hq(F; @F ) VARq�! Hq(F )! Hq(S2n+1)! : : :The lemma now follows from the fact that ~Hq(S2n+1) = 0 for q 6= 2n+1PROPOSITION 2.2. For isolated singularities, Ker j� = Ker (Tn�I):Proof. Let E be the total space of the Milnor �bration f : E ! @D�:The diagram above relates the variation mapping and j� to the Wangsequence of the �bration:0! Hn+1(E)! Hn(F ) Tn�I! Hn(F )! Hn(E)! 0REMARK 2.3. The intersection form S onHn(F ) is related by Poincar�e-duality [ , ] to j� by S(x; y) = [j�x; y]:So: Thas eigenvalue 1, S is degenerate.Let K = f�1(O)\ @B. A related fact is that for n 6= 2:K is a topological sphere , det(Tn� I) = �1:Because E h' S2n+1nK and by dualityHn+1(E) �= ~Hn�1(K) �= Hn(K)Hn(E) �= ~Hn(K) �= Hn�1(K)the Wang sequence tells:K is a homology sphere , det(Tn� I) = �1:For the step from homology sphere to topological sphere we refer toMilnor [33].
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Non Isolated Singularities 53. One dimensional singular locus3.1. IntroductionIn this section we consider singularities with a 1-dimensional criticallocus (for short: 1-isolated singularities) and study the vanishing ho-mology in a full neighbourhood of the origin. In this case the vanishinghomology is concentrated on the 1-dimensional set �. We can write� = �1 [ : : :[ �rwhere each �i is an irreducible curve.At the origin we consider the Milnor �bre F of f and on each�i � fOg a local system of transversal singularities:Take at any x 2 �i�fOg the germ of a generic transversal section. Thisgives an isolated singularity whose �-class is well-de�ned. We denote atypical Milnor �bre of this transversal singularity by F 0i : On the levelof homology we get in this way a local system with �bre ~Hn�1(F 0i ):More precisely we consider in the 1-isolated case the following data:The Milnor �bre F: The vanishing homology is concentrated in di-mensions n� 1 and n:� Hn(F ) = ZZ�n ; which is free:Hn�1(F ); which can have torsion:The Milnor monodromy acts on the �bre F :Tn : Hn(F )! Hn(F )Tn�1 : Hn�1(F )! Hn�1(F )The transversal Milnor �bres F 0i : The vanishing homology is con-centrated in dimension n� 1:~Hn�1(F 0i ) = ZZ�0i ;which is free:On this group there act two di�erent monodromies:1. the vertical monodromy (or local system monodromy)Ai : ~Hn�1(F 0i )! ~Hn�1(F 0i )which is the characteristic mapping of the local system over thepunctured disc �i � fOg: Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.5



6 Dirk Siersma2. the horizontal monodromy (or Milnor monodromy)Ti : ~Hn�1(F 0i )! ~Hn�1(F 0i )which is the Milnor �bration monodromy, when we restrict f to atransversal slice through x 2 �i � f0g.In fact Ai and Ti are de�ned over (�i � fOg)� S1, which is homotopyequivalent to a torus. So they commute:AiTi = TiAiOne of the topics of this section is to show how the above data enterinto a good description of the topology of a 1-isolated singularity. Fordetails we refer to [50, 51].EXAMPLE 3.1. D1-singularity: f = xy2 + z2.� is given by y = z = 0 and is a smooth line. The transversal type isA1:It is known that F is homotopy equivalent to S2 (cf. [45]).One can show that:H2(F ) = ZZ T2 = �I ; H1(F ) = 0H1(F 0) = ZZ T = I and A = �IEXAMPLE 3.2. T1;1;1-singularity: f = xyz� = �1 [ �2 [ �3 and consists of the three coordinate axes in Cj 3:The transversal type is again A1:It is known that F is homotopy equivalent to the 2-torus S1 � S1(cf. [46])One can show that:H2(F ) = ZZ T2 = IH1(F ) = ZZ � ZZ T1 = IH1(F 0) = ZZ Ti = I and Ai = I i = 1; 2; 3:EXAMPLE 3.3. Let f be 1-isolated and homogeneous of degree d. Inthis case one has the relation: Ai = T�diWe can assume that all the �i's are straight lines through O. We cansuppose that �i is the x0-axis; the formula follows from f(sx0; x1; � � � ; xn) =sdf(x0; s�1x1; � � � ; s�1xn), cf [54].
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Non Isolated Singularities 73.2. Series of singularitiesLet again f : (Cj n+1; O)! (Cj ; 0) be a germ of an analytic function. Letf have a 1-dimensional critical locus � = �(f). One considers for eachN 2 IN the series of functions:fN = f + �xNwhere x is an admissible linear form, which means that f�1(0) \ fx =0g has an isolated singularity. One calls this series of function germsa Yomdin series of the hypersurface singularity f . Under the abovecondition all members of the Yomdin series have isolated singularities.Moreover their Milnor numbers can be computed using the so-calledLê-Yomdin formula:�(f + �xN ) = �n(f)� �n�1(f) +Ne0(�):Here �n, resp �n�1 are the corresponding Betti-numbers of the Milnor�bre F of the non-isolated singularity f and eo(�) is the intersectionmultiplicity of � and x = 0. The formula holds for all N su�cientlylarge. Moreover e0(�) =Pdi�0i, where di is the intersection multiplicityof �i (with reduced structure) and x.The following formula relates the characteristic polynomials of themonodromies of f and fN . Other ingredients are the horizontal andvertical monodromies. The eigenvalues of the monodromy satisfy Steen-brink's spectrum conjecture, cf [54]. This conjecture was later provedby M. Saito [42], using his theory of Mixed Hodge Modules.THEOREM 3.4. Let f : (Cj n+1; O)! (Cj ; 0) have 1-dimensional crit-ical locus � = �1 [ � � � [ �r (irreducible components). Let x be anadmissible linear form. Let M(f)(�) be the alternating product of thecharacteristic polynomials of the monodromy T of f in dimensions nand n � 1. Let M(f + �xN )(�) be the characteristic polynomial of themonodromy of f + �xN in dimensions n. For all N su�ciently largeM(f + �xN )(�) =M(f)(�)Ydet(�NdiI �AiTNdii );where Ai and Ti are the vertical and horizontal monodromy along thebranch �i.Proof. The idea behind the proof is to use polar methods and toconsider the map germ� = (f; x) : Cj n+1 ! Cj � Cj :Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.7



8 Dirk SiersmaThe Milnor �bres F of f , resp FN of fN occur as inverse imagesunder � of the sets ff = tg, resp ff + �xN = tg. Next one constructsvia a (strati�ed) isotopy an embeddingF � FN :From the corresponding homology sequence one gets the following 4-term exact sequence0! Hn(F )! Hn(FN)! Hn(FN ; F )! Hn�1(F )! 0:The di�erence FN nF is (by excision and homotopy equivalence) relatedto the part of FN located near the di intersection points of �i and FN .One obtains: Hq(FN ; F ) = �ri=1 �Ndik=1 ~Hn�1(Fi;k);where each Fi;k is a copy of the Milnor �bre of the transversal singu-larity F 0i . From this one getsbn(F )� bn�1(F ) = bn(FN )�NX di�0i:To obtain the monodromy statement one constructs a geometricmonodromy, which acts on the 4-term sequence. One uses Lê's carrouselmethod. The monodromy on FN respects the distance function jxj asnearly as possible. The geometric monodromy gets an x-component,which gives rise to the appearance of the vertical monodromy Ai indet(�NdiI �AiTNdii ). For details cf [50].REMARK 3.5. M [f ] is related to Zf , the zeta function of the mon-odromy, which is de�ned by Zf (t) = Qq�0(det(I� tT)(�1)q+1), cf [33].For homogeneous singularities of degree d the formula Z(t) = (1 �td)��(F )d is well known and valid in all generality (without assumptionson the dimension of the critical set), cf eg [13].REMARK 3.6. The theorem can be used in two ways: computingmononodromies for isolated singularities in the series, but also forcomputing monodromies of certain non-isolated singularities with onedimensional singular sets.In the case of a homogeneous polynomial one can compute almostall ingredients in the formula by taking N as the degree d of f .One gets in this way the formula Zf (t) = (1�td)��(Freg )d �P�0i (wherethe �0i are transversal Milnor numbers), and �(Freg) = 1+(�1)n(d�1)n,the Euler characteristic of an isolated singularity of degree d. AlsoAlgemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.8



Non Isolated Singularities 9(in some cases) generalizations to the quasi-homogeneous case can beobtained. See also [12].Also some questions about the relative monodromy being of �niteorder can be treated with the above formula, cf [53].Generalizations of the method are in Tib�ar's work [58].3.3. Variation mappingsIt is not possible to construct a geometric monodromy h : F ! F whichis the identity on the whole of the boundary @F of the Milnor �bre F .However it is possible to make it the identity on a big part @1F of @Fbut not on its complement @2F , which is situated near the singularlocus �: We can suppose @F = @1F [ @2F and @2F = @F \ T , whereT is a tubular neighborhood within S2n+1 of the link L := � \ S2n+1.The homology sequence of the pair (F; @2F ) gives the followingfundamental sequence:0! Hn+1(F; @2F )! Hn(@2F )! Hn(F )!! Hn(F; @2F )! Hn�1(@2F )! Hn�1(F )! 0The homology groups of @2F play an important role in this sequence.They are related to the local system monodromies Ai : F 0i ! F 0i in thefollowing way:@2F is a disjoint union @2F = r[i=1@2Fi concentrated near the compo-nents of �: Each @2Fi is �bered over the circle (which is the neighbor-hood boundary of �i) with �bre F 0i :The Wang sequence of this �bration is:0! Hn(@2Fi)! Hn�1(F 0i ) Ai�I! Hn�1(F 0i)! Hn�1(@2Fi)! 0So: Hn(@2F ) = r�i=1Ker(Ai � I)Hn�1(@2F ) �= r�i=1 Coker (Ai � I)The �rst group is always free, the second can have torsion.COROLLARY 3.7.1. dimHn(@2F ) = 0 , no vertical monodromy Ai has an eigen-value 1 ) dimHn�1(F ) = 0, but Hn�1(F ) can have torsion!Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.9



10 Dirk Siersma2. Let � be an eigenvalue of Tn�1 : Hn�1(F ) ! Hn�1(F ), then �is also an eigenvalue of some Ti : Hn�1(F 0i ) ! Hn�1(F 0i ); in factone of the eigenvalues occurring in Coker (Ai � I):EXAMPLE 3.8. If the transversal type of the singularity is A1 forall the branches then Tn�1 can only have eigenvalue 1 if n is even, oreigenvalue �1 if n is odd.Given a geometric monodromy h : F ! F such that hj@1F is theidentity, we can consider the variation mappingsVARI : H�(F; @1F )! H�(F )VARII : H�(F; @F )! H�(F; @2F )VARIII : H�(@F; @1F )! H�(@2F ):One can show that they are isomorphisms near the middle dimensions,along the same lines as in the isolated singularity case. One has a �rstvariation sequence: : :! Hq+1(S2n+1nL)! Hq(F; @1F ) VARIq! Hq(F )! Hq(S2n+1nL)! : : :and a second variation sequence:: : :! Hq+1(S2n+1; L)! Hq(F; @F ) VARIIq! Hq(F; @2F )! Hq(S2n+1; L)! : : :The vanishing ofHq(S2n+1nL) andHq+1(S2n+1; L) determine the rangeof isomorphisms.Moreover there are Lefschetz type dualities involved (for manifoldswith boundary and corners) betweenH�(F ) and H�(F; @F )H�(F; @1F ) and H�(F; @2F )See [47] or Dold [16], chapter VII. See also the remark at the end ofthe paper of Samelson [43].A lot of homological information about the singularity is containedin a big commutative diagram, which we call the variation ladder.Recall that dim� = 1:We shall assume n � 3 in order to avoid specialfeatures of low dimensions. In [51] there is a version adapted for thecase n = 2. Most of the corollaries that follow from the variation ladderare also true in that case.THEOREM 3.9. [The variation ladder] The following commutativediagram has as columns the exact sequences of the triple (F; @F; @1F )and the pair (F; @2F ): The maps  are induced by inclusion. The mapsVAR are isomorphisms. Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.10



Non Isolated Singularities 110 = Hn+1(F; @1F ) VARIn+1-� Hn+1(F ) = 0? ?ZZ�n�1 = Hn+1(F; @F ) VARIIn+1-� Hn+1(F; @2F ) = ZZ�n�1? ?ZZ� = Hn(@F; @1F ) VARIIIn -� Hn(@2F ) = ZZ�? ?ZZ�n = Hn(F; @1F ) VARIn -� (j1)� Hn(F ) = ZZ�n?(i1)� ����������� j� ?(j2)�ZZ�n � T = Hn(F; @F ) VARIIn -� (i2)� Hn(F; @2F ) =ZZ�n � T? ?ZZ� � T2 = Hn�1(@F; @1F ) VARIIIn�1-� Hn�1(@2F ) = ZZ� � T2? ?ZZ�n�1 � T= Hn�1(F; @1F ) VARIn�1-� Hn�1(F ) =ZZ�n�1 � T? ?0 = Hn�1(F; @F ) VARIIn�1-� Hn�1(F; @2F ) = 0where �n = dimHn(F )�n�1 = dimHn�1(F )� = dimHn(@2F ) = rXi=1 dim ker(Ai � I)T2 = torsion part of Hn�1(@2F )T = torsion part of Hn�1(F )Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.11



12 Dirk SiersmaIt follows from the Lefschetz dualities mentioned above that the rowsare\opposite dual" to each other. The composition of  and VAR isT�� I.COROLLARY 3.10. If all vertical monodromies have only eigenvalues� 6= 1 then1� (j2)� is injective (even bijective over Qj )2� Hn+1(F; @F ) = 0 and Hn�1(F ) is torsion.REMARK 3.11. The variation ladder occurs also in the following way.Consider the sheaf ��f of vanishing cycles, cf [10]. The stalk of this sheafat a point is the reduced cohomology over Cj of the Milnor �bre of f atthe point. Our approach works with homology and with coe�cients inZZ, and we are also interested in torsion.Let j denote the inclusion of O in X = f�1(0), i be the inclusion ofX�O in X , and letK� denote ��f (Cj ), Then there exists a distinguishedtriangle: j�j !K� - K�@@@I[+1] ���	Ri�i�K�The associated stalk cohomology exact sequence at the origin be-comes: 0! Hn�1((K�)0)! r�i=1Ker(Ai � I)! Hn((j�j!K�)0)!! Hn((K�)0)! r�i=1Ker(Ai � I)! Hn+1((j�j !K�)0)! 0where Hk((K�)0) = Hk(F;Cj ).Since Hk((j�j !K�)0) can be identi�ed with Hk(F; @2F ;Cj ), this se-quence is the cohomology sequence of the pair (F; @2F ) and is thecohomology version (over Cj ) of the right hand side of the variationladder 3.9, at least for n � 3.Other work in this direction was done by M. Saito [42] and D. Barlet[5, 6]. They deal with Hodge theoretical aspects.
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Non Isolated Singularities 133.4. Relation between the monodromy and theintersection formIn the isolated singularity case it is known [33] thatS is degenerate , T has eigenvalue 1.This follows from S(x; y) = [j�x; y] by Poincar�e Duality and the factthat ker j� = Ker (Tn � I) . We discussed this already in section 2.What happens in the case dim� = 1?Consider the diagram:Hn(F; @1F ) VARIn -� j1� Hn(F )@@@@@Ij1� ������=? Hn(F )Tn� I-Hn(F ) ?j2������	 j� @@@@@Rj2�Hn(F; @F ) VARIIn -� Hn(F; @2F )So Tn� I= VARI � j1�; Ker j1� = Ker (Tn� I) and (j2)� � (Tn� I) =VARII � j�PROPOSITION 3.12. T has eigenvalue 1) S is degenerateProof. We have Ker (Tn� I) = Ker j1� � Ker j� .In the other direction we have the following two partial results:PROPOSITION 3.13. If all vertical monodromies have only eigenval-ues � 6= 1, then:Tn has eigenvalue 1, S is degenerateProof. Since (j2)� is injective we have Ker (Tn� I) = Ker j�.PROPOSITION 3.14.S is non-degenerateHn�1(F;Qj ) = 0 �, � Ker (Tn� I) = 0Ker (Ai � I) = 0 for all i:
Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.13



14 Dirk SiersmaEXAMPLE 3.15. We consider the following homogeneous polynomialf = x2y2 + y2z2 + z2x2 � 2xyz(x+ y + z)In IP 2 this de�nes a curve, which is known as Zariski's example with 3cusps. So f has a 1-dimensional singular locus, consisting of 3 complexlines and transversal type A2:Since f is homogeneous of degree 4 it is known that Ai = T�4i whereTi is the monodromy of A2: Since the eigenvalues of Ti are q and q2,where q = e2�i=6 it follows that Ai has eigenvalues q4 and q�4:As a corollary: � Ker (Ai � I) = 0Coker(Ai � I) = ZZ3 torsion and this implies thatHn�1(F ) is torsion.The eigenvalues of Tn : Hn(F ) ! Hn(F ) can be deduced from 3.4:r; r2 and r3 where r = e2�i=4: So in particular Ker Tn � I= 0. As aconsequence S is non-degenerate.In this case the fundamental group �1(F ) = ZZ3 , so we have only3-torsion in H1(F ) = ZZ3. Although b1(F ) = 0, we will point out, thatthe monodromy on H1(F ) is non-trivial!The 6-term exact sequence in the variation ladder reduces to:0! ZZ3 ! ZZ3 � ZZ3 ! (ZZ3)3 ! ZZ3 ! 0The action of the monodromy on H1(F ) is induced by the actionson each Coker (Ai� I) = ZZ3, which is multiplication by �1. It followsthat action of the monodromy on H1(F ) is non-trivial. This remark isalso in [14].EXAMPLE 3.16. Proposition (3.12) can be used to construct sev-eral examples with totally degenerate intersection forms. Dimca gavexayd�a + yzd�1 and other examples, where the geometric monodromycan be chosen homotopy equivalent to the identity. This implies thatKer (Tn� I) = Ker j� = Hn(F ):In case of homogeneous polynomials in x; y; z of degree d it followsfrom [12] or [50] that a necessary condition for Tn = I is �(F ) = 0.Since in the homogeneous case �(F ) = d3 � 3d2 + 3d� dP�0i, this isequivalent to ��0i = d2 � 3d+ 3;where �0i are the Milnor numbers of the transversal singularities.Melle [4] pointed out that this condition is not su�cient. First re-mark that �(F ) = 0 implies that the zeta function of the monodromyis Z(t) = (1 � td)��(F )d = 1 (due to homogeneity). It follows thatAlgemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.14



Non Isolated Singularities 15T2 = 1 is equivalent to T1 = 1; so any eigenvalue of T1 di�erent from 1has to cancel against an eigenvalue ofT2 and vice versa. In case T2 = 1it follows that the 6-term sequence splits into two 3-term sequences,one has 0! Hn(F; @2F )! Hn�1(@2F )! Hn�1(F )! 0So also the monodromy of the middle term must have only eigen-values 1.Melle's example f = (y2 + 2xz)(axz + z2 + ay2) is a polynomialof degree 4, where the corresponding projective curve has only onesingularity, which is of type A7. A straightforward calculation givesdimHn�1(@2F ) = dimCoker (A��I) = 3 and the eigenvalues of T� onthis space are i;�i; 1.Examples of homogeneous singularities with T= Iare used in [7] inorder to construct complex hypersurfaces which are homology IPn's.Cancelling of eigenvalues of the monodromy is also the subject ofBarlet's studies [5, 6] and Denef's conjectures [11] about the topologicalzeta function.3.5. Is @F a topological sphere?In Milnor's book [33], section 8 is entitled: Is K a topological sphere?Remember K = f�1(0)\@B: For isolated singularities Milnor showed:K is a topological sphere S2n�1 , detTn� I= �1Since @F is di�eomorphic to K in this case, we also have@F is a topological sphere S2n�1 , detTn� I= �1In this section we study the 1-isolated case. Since K is not smooth, weonly study @F: The vertical monodromies play an important role in the�nal result.PROPOSITION 3.17. Let n > 2. The following are equivalent:1. @F is a topological sphere S2n�12. � (a) Hn�1(F ) = 0(b) The intersection form S on Hn(F ) has determinant � 13. � (a) det(Ai � I) = �1 for all i = 1; : : : ; r(b) det(Tn� I) = �1 Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.15



16 Dirk SiersmaNB. For n = 2 replace (1) by: @F is a homology sphere.REMARK 3.18. @F is a topological sphere if and only if K is ahomotopy sphere and det(Ai � I) = �1.REMARK 3.19. Let f be 1-isolated with transversal type A1: Wehave Ai = � I: So in this case @F can never be a topological sphere.REMARK 3.20. Let f be 1-isolated, and moreover be homogeneousof degree d; then @F is never a homology sphere.To show this, consider the exact homology sequence from (3.2) inthe case N = d:0! Hn(F )! Hn(F d)! Hn(F d; F )! Hn�1(F )! 0:This sequence compares the homology of the Milnor �bre F with thehomology of F d, the Milnor �bre of the function fd = f + �xd. Thisfunction is also homogeneous of degree d, but has an isolated singular-ity.In case of a homology sphere, we have Hn�1(F ) = 0. Moreover themonodromy actions commute with the sequence. The eigenvalues ofTnon Hn(F d) and of Treln on Hn(F d; F ) are explicitly known, so we cancompute exactly all the eigenvalues of Tn on Hn(F ). It follows that itis not possible to satisfy the condition: det(Tn� I) = �1.QUESTION 3.21. Are there examples where @F is a topologicalspheres ?Up to now only counter-examples are known.3.6. Transversal type A1.In this section we study germs of holomorphic functions f : (Cj n+1; O)!(Cj ; 0), where the critical locus is 1-dimensional and the transversalsingularities at points of �� fOg are of type A1. References are [45],[46], [47].We know already that the homology of the Milnor �bre F is con-centrated in dimensions n � 1 and n. The topology seems to dependpartly on properties of the critical set. In [47] we showed the followingPROPOSITION 3.22. Let f : (Cj n+1; O)! (Cj ; 0) have a 1-dimensionalsingular set, which is an ICIS (isolated complete intersection singular-ity) and let f have transversal type A1 outside the origin. Then thehomotopy type of F is a bouquet of spheres:Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.16



Non Isolated Singularities 17� Case A: F h' Sn _ � � � _ Sn (general case)� Case B: F h' Sn�1 _ Sn _ � � � _ Sn (special case)The main idea of the proof of this type of theorem is deformationwith constant topology. This generalizes the concept of Morsi�cationfrom the case of isolated singularities. While Morsi�cations are genericdeformations in the isolated case, it is easy to destroy the topologyin the non-isolated case, e.g. for a Yomdin series one �nds a in�nitevariety of Milnor �bres. One has to be careful and to study specialdeformations, which deform both f and � in a good way [25].Let us suppose that we have constructed a deformation (fs;�s) of(f;�), de�ned on the same neighborhood as (a Milnor representativeof) f , with properties:� the critical set of fs consists of a curve �s and some isolated pointsa1 � � �a� inside the Milnor ball,� during the deformation from f to Fs the �bration is of constant�bration type,In this case one can use the principle of additivity of the vanishinghomology, which says:H�(E; F ) = �Mi=0H�(Ei; Fi) ;where E = Milnor ball of f ,E0 = tube neighborhood along �sEi = small Milnor ball at si,F = Milnor �bre of f ,Fi = restriction of nearby �bre to Ei.�i = the Milnor number at ai.From the properties of isolated singularities it follows that:Hn(F ) = Hn+1(E; F ) = Hn+1(E0; F0)� ZZP�i ;Hn�1(F ) = Hn(E; F ) = Hn(E0; F0) :The contribution to Hn�1(F ) comes entirely from Hn(E0; F0) andthis is the part related to 1-dimensional part of the deformed criticalset.Returning to the A1-case with � an ICIS one can always producethe above type of deformation, even with the extra properties:Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.17



18 Dirk Siersma1. all isolated critical points of fs are of type A1,2. �s is smooth, the Milnor �bre of �,3. For the non-isolated critical points of fs we have only two types:� type A1, local formula w20+w21+ � � �w2n (transversal Morse),� type D1, local formula w0w21 + w22 + � � �w2n (Whitney um-brella).Cases A and B in the above proposition are distinguished by ]D1 >0, in case A, and ]D1 = 0 in case B. In general, ]D1 is related to thevertical monodromy.As soon as � is not an ICIS it can occur that bn�1(F ) � 2. Forexample, if f = xyz, we have b1(F ) = 2.3.7. Bouquet theoremsIn the last few years di�erent types of `bouquet theorems' have ap-peared. Some of them deal with germs f : (X; x) ! (Cj ; 0) where fde�nes an isolated singularity. In some cases, F has the homotopy typeof a bouquet of (dimX � 1)-spheres, for example when X is an ICIS, or X is a complete intersection. Moreover if both (X; x) and f haveisolated singularities, then F has a bouquet decompositionF h' F0 _ Sn _ � � � _ Sn;where F0 is the complex link of (X; x), cf [52]. Later Tib�ar proved amore general bouquet theorem for the case when (X; x) is a strati�edspace and f de�nes an isolated singularity (in the sense of the strati�edspaces) for details, cf [57]. Related results are in [23].In the case of non-isolated singularities the bouquet situation is nolonger standard, e.g. the torus is the Milnor �bre of f = xyz. At theother hand in several special cases (eg many cases discussed in thispaper), we still encounter bouquets of spheres (sometimes in di�erentdimensions).N�emethi treated as part of his paper [37] the question: When is aCW-complex a bouquet of spheres ? A necessary condition is of coursethat all homology groups are free (over ZZ). In the 1-connected casehe added the condition, that the Hurewicz map (from homomotopy tohomology groups) is surjective in all dimensions. These two conditionstogether are su�cient.As a special corollary he showed:Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.18



Non Isolated Singularities 19PROPOSITION 3.23. Let f : (Cj n+1; O)! (Cj ; 0) (n � 3) be a germ ofanalytic function with a 1-dimensional critical locus. Then its Milnor�bre F has the homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres if and only ifH�(F; ZZ) is free.REMARK 3.24. The condition n � 3 is important, the statementdoes not work in the surface case. For example, f = xyz gives a 2torus; but g = xyz+w2 (its suspension) gives a bouquet S2 _ S3 _ S3.In general, the case n = 2 is more di�cult, due to the inuence of thefundamental group. Results in special cases are treated in [45, 46, 47].REMARK 3.25. It seems that the following question is relevant: Iff has a deformation with constant topology, such that the homologysplitting discussed above is valid, does there exist space F0 and adecomposition:F h' F0 _ Sn _ � � � _ Sn,where the spheres correspond exactly to the vanishing cycles at theisolated critical points ? Is the splitting `forced' by the topology ofCW-complexes or by properties of singularities ?3.8. Other directionsSeveral developments in the case of 1-dimensional singular sets are notdiscussed here. We mention them below and give some references.� The topology of line singularities (smooth 1-dimensional singularset) with transversal type A, D or E studied by De Jong [24]. Sev-eral data of the vanishing topology have been recently computedby J. Fernandez de Bobadilla.� The fundamental studies of Pellikaan about the algebraic aspectsof the theory. From his thesis, there originated a series of papers.We mention [39, 40].� The relation between the deformation theories of weakly normalhypersurface singularities and normal surface singularities givenby De Jong and Van Straten [25].� Van Straten's [56] description of the De Rham complex of 1-isolatedsingularities and an algebraic description for the highest Bettinumber. See also [47].� Jiang's [21, 22] study of functions on an isolated complete inter-section with 1-dimensional singular set.Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.19



20 Dirk Siersma� Relation with Mond's [34, 35] work on map germs from Cj 2 to Cj 3of �nite codimension. See also the contribution of Damon [9] inthis volume.� Lê numbers, studied by Massey [31], where polar methods are usedto study the structure of the singular set. For the 1-isolated case,cf [32].� Aleksandrov's study of di�erential forms and vector �elds tangentto a hypersurface germ D. In particular Saito singularities, wherethe module of vector �elds tangent to D is locally free. Also non-isolated singularities occur [1, 2].� Grandjean's approach to residual discriminants and bifurcationsets [18] for function germs of �nite codimension within a givensingular set.4. Higher dimensional singular sets4.1. 2 dimensional singular setWe restrict the discussion below to a two dimensional singular set �,which is an ICIS and with (generic) transversal type A1.The thesis of Zaharia [59] deals with this case; part of it is moregeneral. He considers the situation where f has �nite codimension inthe space of functions with the set � as part of the critical set. Thiscondition is equivalent to having �(f) = � and the germ of f at everypoint of � n fOg equivalent to a so-called D(k; p) singularity [39]. Inour two dimensional case we encounter for dimension reasons only:D(2; 0) : x22 + � � �+ x2n ; A1 � Cj ,D(2; 1) : x1x22 + x23 + � � �+ x2n; D1 � Cj(coordinates are x0; � � � ; xn).Outside the origin one only has to deal with two types of local Milnor�bers, with homotopy type Sn�2, respectively Sn�1. The closure ofthe set of D(2; 1) types forms an ICIS -curve � inside �. In excep-tional cases, � can be void. The strati�cation according to vanishinghomology type consists of the following strata:�;� n�;� n fOg; fOg:Zaharia [59, 60] studied especially the topology of the Milnor �bre.This was later improved by N�emethi [37]. The following statementshows that the homotopy type is still a bouquet of spheres, indeed ofAlgemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.20



Non Isolated Singularities 21n-spheres, in certain cases extended by one sphere of dimension n � 1or n � 2. This is very close to the case of isolated singularities.PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f : (Cj n+1; O)! (Cj ; 0) have a 2-dimensionalsingular set, which is an ICIS , and let f have transversal type A1outside a curve � in �; then the homotopy type of F is a bouquet ofspheres:� Case A: F h' Sn _ � � � _ Sn� Case B: F h' Sn�1 _ Sn _ � � � _ Sn� Case C: F h' Sn�2 _ Sn _ � � � _ Sn(special case).If n = 2, statement C should read F h' S0 � (S2 _ � � � _ S2).This theorem is due to N�emethi [37], especially the homotopy part. Theresults of Zaharia played a crucial role in the proof.The idea behind the proof is similar to the 1-dimensional case: con-struct a deformation with constant topology, which has only certainelementary singularity types as `building blocks'. More precisely Za-haria constructed a deformation (fs;�s;�s) of (f;�;�) with constanttopology and if s 6= 0:� the singular set of fs consists of �s and �nitely many points, wherefs is Morse,� �s and �s are Milnor �bres of �, resp � (recall: they are bothICIS ),� fs has only points of type D(2; 0) and D(2; 1) on �s,� �s is the D(2; 1)-locus in �s.Remark next that above each point of �s one can consider the Milnor�bre of the D(2; 1)-singularty, which has the homotopy type of Sn�1.These induces a monodromy map:� : �1(�s; ?)! Aut (Hn�1(Sn�1; ZZ)) = ZZ2This local system of vertical monodromies plays an important role inthe determination of the toplogy of the Milnor �bre. It seems to be`deeper' than the vertical monodromy on the �-stratum, since thesystem is de�ned on its Milnor �bre �s. Then cases A, B and C inthe above proposition are distinguished by:Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.21



22 Dirk Siersma� case A: �s is non void and � non trivial,� case B: �s is non void and � trivial,� case C: �s is void.Zaharia showed that the Euler-characteristic of the Milnor �bre is equalto: 1 + (�1)n(2�� + �� + � � 1);where � is the number of A1 -points which appear in the deformation,�� is the Milnor number of the ICIS �, and �� is the Milnor numberof the ICIS �. (We use the convention �; = �1; moreover in case C, ifn = 2, one has �(F ) = 2 + 2��).4.2. Codimension 1 caseShubladze [44] studied the case, where the singular set is a hypersur-face �. Generically there is only one transversal type, which must bean Ak singularity. The function f can be written as f = hkg, whereh = 0 de�nes the singular set. Considering the case when f has �nitecodimension in the set of these functions he showed that if g(O) = 0F ' S1 _ Sn _ � � � _ Sn:NB The case g(O) 6= 0 gives k copies of the Milnor �bre of h. The �nitecodimension condition is equivalent to the conjunction of two conditions(a) g de�nes an isolated singularity, (b) the pair (g; h) de�nes an ICIS. Later N�emethi [36], unaware of the results of Shubladze, recoveredthe Shubladze result as a by-product of his theory of composed singu-larities. The number of n-spheres is related to the Milnor numbers asfollows: bn(F ) = (k + 1)�(h; g) + k�(h)) + �(g):4.3. Composed singularitiesThe method of composed singularities can give rise to non-isolatedsingularities of codimension 2 or 1. We discuss here the work carriedout by A. N�emethi in his paper [36]. The situation is as follows. Oneconsiders the sequence of mappings:f : Cj n+1 (g;h)! Cj 2 P! Cj ;where the pair (g; h) de�nes an ICIS Y and P is any germ. If P has anisolated singularity at the origin, then the singular set �(f) is exactlyAlgemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.22



Non Isolated Singularities 23the ICIS Y and has dimension n � 1. The local system of vanishinghomology groups is de�ned over (each component) of Y � fOg. Thetransversal type is equal to the singularity type of P .If P is not reduced then the singular set of f is the inverse image ofthe non-reduced locus of P and has dimension n. The situation becomesmore complicated.Let D be the (reduced) discriminant locus of the ICIS (g; h).THEOREM 4.2. Let P�1(0)\D = fOg then the Milnor �bre F of thecomposed mapping f has the homotopy type of the disjoint union of �0copies of a bouquet of spheresS1 _ � � � _ S1 _ Sn _ � � � _ Sn;where �0 is the number of connected components of the Milnor �breof P .The number of 1-spheres in a connected component of F is equal tothe Milnor number of P , the number of n-spheres is determined bytopological data.N�emethi treats also the `bad case' where P�1(0) \ D contains 1-dimensional components. His work has some interesting consequences,e.g. the relation to series of singularities.The theorem also allows P to be regular. In those cases f has anisolated singularity, at least if the condition P�1(0) \ D = fOg issatis�ed. In special cases well known situations occur:� P = z ( a generic coordinate), Lê attaching formula,� P = z + wk : formula for Iomdin series if f has a 1-dimensionalsingular set,� P = z + w and g and h have separate variables and isolatedsingularities: Sebastiani-Thom formula.A second theorem in the same paper [36] gives a formula for the zetafunction of the monodromy of f as a product of other zeta functionsrelated to the topological data of the composed singularity.4.4. Other casesAbove we studied more or less the summit of the iceberg of non-isolatedsingularities, those which seem to be close to isolated singularities.There are natural candidates for further investigation of the full sys-tem of vanishing homology: central arrangements of hyperplanes, andAlgemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.23



24 Dirk Siersmadiscriminant spaces of Coxeter arrangements. In both cases, there isalso combinatorial and geometric structure around. For the homologyof the Milnor �bre of an arrangement we refer to Orlik-Terao [38]. Thezeta function is just Z(t) = (1� td)�(M�), where M� is the complementof the arrangement, modulo the natural Cj �-action. The zeta functionof the discriminant hypersurface of a Coxeter arrangement is studiedin geometric terms by [15]. References1. A. G. Aleksandrov, The Milnor numbers of non-isolated Saito singularities,(Russian) Funkts. Anal. i Prilozhen 21:1 (1987) 1{10.2. A. G. Aleksandrov, Nonisolated Saito singularities, (Russian) Mat. Sb. (N.S.)137:4 (179) (1988) 554{567, 576. Translation in Math. USSR-Sb. 65:2 (1990)561{574.3. V. I. Arnol'd, S. M. Gusein Zade and A. N. Varchenko, Singularities ofDi�erentiable Maps I and II, Birkh�auser, 1985 and 1988.4. A. Artal Bartolo, P. Cassou-Nogu�es, I. Luengo and A. Melle Hern�andez,Monodromy conjecture for some surface singularities, preprint, September2000.5. D. Barlet, Interaction de strates cons�ecutives pour les cycles �evanescents,Comptes Rendus Acad. Sci. Paris s�er. I, 306 (1988) 473{478.6. D. Barlet, Interaction de strates cons�ecutives pour les cycles �evanescents, Ann.Sci. Ecole Norm. Sup. 24:4 (1991) 401{505.7. G. Barthel, A. Dimca, On complex projective hypersurfaces which are homol-ogy IPn's, Singularities (ed. J.P. Brasselet), London Math. Soc. Lect. Notes201, (Cambridge Univ. Press, 1994), 1{27.8. E. Brieskorn, Die monodromie der isolierten Singularit�aten von Hyper�achen,Manuscripta Math. 2 (1970) 103{161.9. J. Damon, Nonlinear sections of nonisolated complete intersections, thisvolume.10. P. Deligne et. al. Groupes de monodromie en g�eom�etrie alg�ebrique, II,S�eminaire de G�eometrie Alg�ebrique du Bois-Marie 1967-69 (SGA 7 II),Springer lecture notes in Math. 340 1973, esp. pp 82{164.11. J. Denef, F. Loeser, Geometry on arc spaces of algebraic varieties, Proceedingsof the Third European Congress of Mathematics, Barcelona 2000 (to appear).12. A. Dimca, On the Milnor �bration of weighted homogeneous polynomials,Compositio Math. 76 (1990) 19{47.13. A. Dimca, Singularities and topology of hypersurfaces, Universitext, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1992.14. A. Dimca and A. N�emethi, On the monodromy of complex polynomials,preprint, 2000. MathAG 9912072.15. J. Denef and F. Loeser, Character sums associated to �nite Coxeter groups,Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 350 (1998) 5047{5066.16. A. Dold, Lectures on Algebraic Topology, Grundlehren der Math. Wis-senschaften 200, Springer-Verlag, 1972.17. T. Ga�ney, The theory of integral closure of ideals and modules: applicationsand new developments, this volume.Algemeen.tex; 8/02/2001; 16:43; p.24
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